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Abstract 
Diagnoses and assessments of cognitive function in disorders of consciousness (DOC) are 

notoriously prone to error due to their reliance on behavioural measures. As a result, researchers 
have turned to functional neuroimaging and electrophysiological techniques with the goal of 
developing more effective methods of detecting awareness and assessing cognition in these 

patients. This article reviews functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 
electroenchphalography (EEG)-based studies of cognition and consciousness in DOC, including 
assessment of basic sensory, perceptual, language, and emotional processing; studies for 
detection of conscious awareness; paradigms for the establishment of communication in the 

absence of behaviour; and functional connectivity studies. The advantages and limitations of fMRI 
and EEG-based measures are examined as research and clinical tools in this population and an 
explanation offered for the rediscovery of the unique advantages of EEG in the study of DOC. 
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1.  Introduction: Disorders of consciousness, diagnostic difficulties, and the importance of 

accurate assessment 

Over the past few decades, improvements in emergency and intensive care medicine have 
resulted in an increasing number of patients who survive severe brain injury. While some patients 
recover well once they emerge from coma, others may remain in a vegetative or minimally 

conscious state. Together, coma, vegetative state (VS)1, and minimally conscious state (MCS) are 
known as ‘disorders of consciousness’ (DOC). These are not to be confused with brain death, which 
is a complete and irreversible loss of all brain function (Medical Consultants on the Diagnosis of 
Death, 1981). Coma is a state of profound unresponsiveness in which the patient has their eyes 

closed and cannot be aroused with any amount of stimulation. Coma rarely lasts more than 10–
30 days, after which time itis replaced by vegetative behaviour (Posner et al., 2007). The 
vegetative state (Jennett and Plum, 1972) is defined by a state of “wakefulness without 
awareness”, meaning that patients have some form of sleep–wake cycling, but exhibit no 

evidence of awareness of self or the environment (Royal College of Physicians Working Group, 
2003; The Multi-Society Task Force on PVS, 1994). Diagnosis is upgraded to minimally conscious 
state when a patient demonstrates inconsistent, but reproducible, evidence of purposeful 

behaviour, usually in the form of command following (Giacino et al., 2002). Another diagnosis 
that is frequently included with DOC is locked-in syndrome (LIS). Patients with locked-in syndrome 
are conscious and have near-normal cognition, but are completely unable to move or speak 
(American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, 1995). LIS is often misdiagnosed as VS because, 

in its complete form, the behavioural presentation is exactly the same. The current taxonomy does 
not include LIS as a DOC, since consciousness is not impaired in LIS. However, the distinction 
between LIS and DOC is not always clear, since LIS can be a stage in recovery from DOC 
(Formisano et al., 2011). Locked-in syndrome presents a unique and fascinating set of issues for 

discussion, but the present paper focuses on diagnostic issues surrounding disorders of 
consciousness, specifically the vegetative and minimally conscious states. Table 1 contains a 
summary of the key diagnostic distinctions between DOC, brain death, and coma. 

The fundamental distinction between VS and MCS lies in the assumptions about the 

underlying level of mental function in each case. A diagnosis of MCS implies that a patient has 
some level of conscious awareness – albeit fluctuating and inconsistent – but a diagnosis of VS 
carries with it the assumption that the patient is not conscious and therefore has no mental life. The 

definition of consciousness is a contentious, philosophical issue that has been debated for centuries. 
For our purposes, we make use of the ‘two-component’ definition widely accepted in medicine in 
which consciousness is composed of arousal (i.e., wakefulness) and of awareness (i.e., subjective 
experiences of self and environment) (Posner et al., 2007). Arousal is easily measured by the 

presence of eye opening, but awareness is fundamentally a subjective experience; therefore, we 
can unequivocally establish that a person is conscious only if they can indicate, by some verbal or 
behavioural sign, that this is the case (see Connolly, 2012; Stins, 2009; Stins and Laureys, 2009). 
This becomes complicated when a person loses the ability to produce behavioural output, as in the 

case of DOC. A number of assessment scales exist for disorders of consciousness, some more 
precise than others (Seel et al., 2010), but all currently accepted methods have in common their 
reliance on bedside observations of behavioural signs of consciousness: a diagnosis of MCS 
depends on a patient’s ability to generate verbal or motor responses to commands, whereas a 

 
 
1 Recently, the term “unresponsive wakefulness syndrome” has been proposed as an updated alternative name for vegetative state 
(Bruno et al., 2011; Gosseries et al., 2011; Laureys et al., 2010) We do not disagree with the adoption of an alternative to 

“vegetative state”, which has unintentionally acquired a pejorative connotation, however, in this review we will use VS for the sake of 
consistency with the majority of the studies cited here, which were published before the term UWS was proposed. 
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diagnosis of VS depends on the absence of such evidence (Royal College of Physicians Working 
Group, 1996). In this case, the absence of evidence is necessarily taken as evidence of absence— 

a logic that is fundamentally flawed. A person may be conscious but unable to produce any 
verbal or behavioural signals (e.g., Connolly et al., 1999; Owen et al., 2006), as is the case in 
complete locked-in syndrome and advanced neuromuscular diseases such as amyotrophic lateral  
sclerosis (ALS; Hayashi and Kato, 1989; Hayashi et al., 1991). A patient with a DOC may have 

some conscious awareness, but be unable to respond due to sensory or perceptual impairments, 
aphasia, motor impairments, subclinical seizure activity, pain, fluctuating arousal, fatigue, and a 
range of other problems (Giacino et al., 2009). With conventional assessment tools such a patient 
would receive an inaccurate diagnosis of VS. This scenario is far from uncommon; in fact, 

misdiagnosis rates for VS are consistently estimated at about 40%(Andrews et al., 1996; Childs 
et al., 1993; Schnakers et al., 2009a,b). 

The importance of accurately making the diagnostic distinction between VS and MCS is 
thrown into sharp relief when one considers the many decisions about patient care that are made 

based on the diagnosis. MCS typically carries a better prognosis than VS (e.g., Giacino and 
Kalmar, 2005); long-term care support is funded partly on the basis of diagnosis, and referrals 
for rehabilitation are often not made if it is believed that the patient does not have the mental 

function necessary to benefit from it. Additionally, diagnosis has ethical and legal implications for 
end-of-life decisions concerning withdrawal of nutrition and hydration (Bressman and Reidler, 
2010; Fins and Shapiro, 2007; Wilkinson et al., 2009), and pain management (Boly et al., 2008; 
Schnakers et al., 2010, 2012; Schnakers and Zasler, 2007). Not least of all is the potential 

emotional harm inflicted upon a covertly aware patient by careless bedside discussions of the 
patient’s condition and prognosis. 

New assessment tools that circumvent the reliance on behavioural output are necessary. A 
growing body of research seeks to address this issue by examining a patient’s brain activity 

under various conditions, using functional neuroimaging and electrophysiological measures. These 
studies can be divided into three types, based on the experimental paradigms they employ: 
passive stimulation paradigms, active paradigms, and resting state or connectivity studies. In 
passive stimulation paradigms, subjects are presented with various stimuli and their brain 

responses are monitored for characteristic patterns indicative of normal cognitive processing. 
These paradigms do not require any intentional interaction—physical or mental—on the part of 
the patient. The question that inevitably arises from studies that employ passive paradigms in 

patients with DOC is whether the presence of typical patterns of activation to sensory and 
cognitive stimuli necessarily implies that they reflect conscious awareness. While normal brain 
responses to semantic ambiguity, for example, in a patient diagnosed as vegetative is an 
encouraging finding (Coleman et al., 2009), it is not sufficient evidence to conclude that a patient 

is consciously aware (Stins, 2009; Stins and Laureys, 2009). Many brain responses to stimuli are 
automatic, meaning that a person need not willfully process the information in order for a typical 
brain response to occur. For example, one cannot choose not to recognize a familiar face, or not 
to understand speech in one’s native language. Indeed we know from studies of priming (Dehaene 

et al., 1998), sleep (Perrin et al., 1999; Portas et al., 2000) and anaesthesia (Davis et al., 2007) 
that some cognitive functions do occur in the absence of full conscious awareness. Therefore, in 
order to demonstrate that a patient is truly aware of self and environment, one must demonstrate 
willful modulation of brain activity; activation that would not appear unless the patient were 

intentionally performing the cognitive task in question. This is where active paradigms become 
relevant. Active paradigms involve some sort of instruction to the subject, either with or without 
accompanying stimulation. Brain responses are monitored for patterns of activation that could 
only occur if the subject has understood the instruction and has actively engaged in the mental 

task. Thus, mental imagery paradigms – for example imagination of physical activity or 
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navigation – requiring the active involvement of participants have become a common method of 
tapping into consciousness in the absence of behaviour. 

Very recently, a third avenue of investigation into neural correlates of consciousness has 
expanded rapidly, in part due to concerns over the high cognitive demands that active 
paradigms place on severely injured patients. In the same way as a patient may not be able to 
produce behavioural output as a result of their injury, a variety of factors may also prevent them 

from performing or sustaining the complex coordination of cognitive systems required to generate 
differential patterns of brain activity in an active paradigm such as a mental imagery task. 
Several groups have recently begun to use fMRI to investigate functional and effective 
connectivity between brain regions as a measure of consciousness, based on earlier positron 

emission tomographic (PET) findings that while ‘islands’ of cognitive function may be preserved, 
DOC are characterized by widespread functional network disconnection (Boly et al., 2004; 
Laureys et al., 1999, 2000; Schiff et al., 2002). 

In this article, we will review fMRI and EEG-based findings relating to the assessment of 

mental status in patients with disorders of consciousness, beginning with passive stimulation 
paradigms for the assessment of specific cognitive functions followed by active paradigms for the 
detection of awareness and the establishment of communication, and connectivity studies for the 

classification of DOCs. Note that we have included sample sizes for each study discussed for the 
information of the reader. A large majority of published studies in the field of DOC have very 
small sample sizes, and as a result cannot be generalized to larger patient populations. However, 
much can still be gained by examining small samples at the individual subject level. It quickly 

becomes apparent that current diagnostic criteria leave much to be desired. General patterns of 
performance emerge within diagnostic categories, but there are invariably exceptions—be it a 
VS patient who shows neuroimaging evidence of command following, or an MCS patient who can 
communicate at bedside but does not show corresponding neuroimaging markers of cognitive 

function. Thus, it is important to consider not only statistically powerful large group studies, but 
also individual patient results.  

The literature review will be followed by a discussion of the relative advantages and 
limitations of fMRI and EEG as assessment tools in patients with DOC in the context of future 

research directions and the development of practical clinical tools. 
 

2.  Literature review: Assessing cognition and consciousness with fMRI and EEG 

The literature review in the following sections is summarized in Table 2. 
 

2.1 Passive stimulation paradigms  

Many cognitive functions are associated with reliable event related potentials (ERP) and 
oscillatory patterns in EEG recordings, and with blood-oxygen level dependent(BOLD) activation 
patterns in fMRI studies. If these responses can be elicited in patients with DOC under the same 
conditions as in healthy controls, then inferences might be drawn reasonably about the cognitive 

functions that remain intact. The abundance of basic fMRI and EEG-based research on cognitive 
processes has enabled brain-injury researchers to select cognitive tasks that have robust activation 
patterns associated with them and adapt them for the purpose of assessing these specific 
processes in patients, from low-level sensory and perceptual processing, to emotion-modulated 

responses, to speech recognition and semantic comprehension. The following sections provide an 
overview of the use of fMRI and EEG-based measures in the assessment of cognitive functions in 
patients with disorders of consciousness. 

 

2.1.1. Sensory, perceptual and pre-attentive processing  
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Many functional neuroimaging studies in vegetative and minimally conscious patients have 
focused on basic sensory and perceptual processing. These studies do not, in and of themselves, 

allow inferences to be made about a patient’s level of awareness or cognitive ability, but they 
are crucial in the interpretation of findings from tasks that require higher-order cognitive 
processing, particularly negative findings. For example, in order to assess whether a patient can 
discriminate speech sounds from other auditory signals, we must first establish that the auditory 

cortex is intact functionally and shows activation to sound. Establishing this level of functioning 
provides some reassurance that a lack of activation to speech sounds is not simply due to a 
damaged auditory system that is equally unresponsive to all acoustic stimuli. Likewise, there is 
little to be gained by searching for responses to images of familiar faces without establishing that 

there is a functioning visual system. The pivotal role of establishing the integrity of a key element 
of the communication system is central to any assessment of cognitive function in the circumstances 
being discussed (see Connolly, 2012). Establishing the integrity of sensory systems with EEG is a 
well-established practice and has been performed as a routine part of brain injury assessments 

for decades (Chiappa, 1997). Evoked potentials are short-latency, time-locked EEG responses to 
sensory stimuli. Brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs) and middle-latency auditory evoked 
potentials (MLAEPs) are elicited by the presentation of auditory stimuli, and reflect the integrity of 

the auditory pathways and primary auditory cortex, respectively. Somatosensory evoked 
potentials (SEP) are elicited by electrical stimulation of the median nerve, and reflect integrity of 
the ascending somatosensory tracts and primary somatosensory cortex. Visual evoked potentials 
(VEP) are usually elicited by a rapidly reversing checkerboard or grating pattern and reflect the 

integrity of visual input pathways and primary visual cortex (Schomer and Lopes da Silva, 2010). 
One of the first studies to apply fMRI to DOC investigated BOLD responses to basic 

auditory, visual, and tactile stimulation in a single vegetative patient (Moritz et al., 2001). The 
patient demonstrated activation in the superior temporal gyrus bilaterally, as well as in the 

angular gyrus and middle and inferior frontal gyri of the left hemisphere in response to narrated 
text versus rest; in the posterior occipital pole bilaterally in response to flashing light versus rest; 
and in the central sulcus bilaterally in response to tactile stimulation of both hands–all responses 
that are typical in healthy subjects. However, this was a single case study, and evidence from 

subsequent studies shows that “normal” activation in patients with DOC is certainly not typical of 
this group. Rousseau et al.(2008) used a similar tri-modal stimulation paradigm in 4 VS patients 
with variable results. One patient showed no observable activation to any of the stimuli; another 

showed extensive activation in expected locations to all stimuli; a third patient showed 
appropriate activation to tactile stimulation but not to auditory or visual stimuli; and, the fourth 
showed very slight activation to tactile and visual stimuli but not to auditory. This study illustrates 
the importance of multi-sensory paradigms in neuroimaging assessments of patients with DOC—a 

patient may show no response in one modality, but given a different type of stimulation may show 
normal responses (e.g., Connolly et al., 2000). However, most studies in this area are still 
conducted primarily in the auditory modality, for a number of reasons. Firstly, auditory stimuli are 
by their very nature relatively impossible for a patient/participant to avoid. Patients in VS and 

MCS frequently have difficulty maintaining eye-opening and fixation for visual stimulation (e.g., 
Zhu et al., 2009); and tactile stimuli are generally more complex to deliver. Secondly, the 
integrity of the various components of the auditory system is easily established outside of the 
scanner using auditory evoked potentials. Absent or abnormal auditory evoked potentials can be 

used as exclusion criteria for auditory fMRI studies (e.g., Bekinschtein et al., 2011). Visual evoked 
potentials can also be measured in a similar fashion, but are less straightforward to interpret and 
can tell us very little about a patient’s visual acuity over and above the basic function of visual 
pathways (Evans and Boggs, 2012). And finally, perhaps the most intuitive reason that functional 
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neuroimaging studies of DOC focus on auditory stimuli is that speech is our primary method of 
communication and most fundamental form of interaction. 

While auditory stimuli have advantages over other modalities in principle, using them in 
combination with fMRI presents several difficulties (see Section 3.2.1) that limit the practicality of 
using fMRI in patients with DOC. ERPs do not suffer from these same limitations, making EEG a 
much more practical methodology for this purpose. The auditory ‘oddball’ is a very common 

paradigm widely used to investigate basic auditory discrimination and pre-attentive orienting 
responses. In its most basic form, a series of standard tones are presented, with the occasional 
deviant tone, which may differ from the standard tones in pitch, intensity, or duration. The deviant 
tone elicits a negativity at fronto-central electrode sites around 150–250 ms post stimulus called 

the mismatch negativity (MMN) (Näätänen et al., 2007). The MMN reflects pre-attentive auditory 
discrimination processes. 

The same type of stimulus sequence can elicit an entirely different response called the 
P300 if the subject is actively attending to the stimulus (Polich, 2012). However, the P300 has 

proved particularly interesting in response to more complex stimulus environments than the simple 
oddball paradigm. One P300 variant (referred to as the P3a) is related to novelty detection and 
orienting behaviour while another variant (the P3b) is widely regarded as a measure of memory 

function and active information processing. The P3a shows a more frontal topography and a more 
restricted temporal nature occurring between about 250 and 350 ms. In contrast, the P3b exhibits 
a parietal distribution and varies in time (typically between about 250 and 500 ms) depending 
on stimulus complexity. For example, one paradigm that will figure prominently in the discussion 

below involves the presentation (typically aurally) of lists of names (e.g., John, James, Amy) within 
which is also presented the subject’s name (unsurprisingly known as the Subject’s Own Name, 
SON, paradigm). The subject’s own name enhances the P300 amplitude compared to other names 
and delays its latency compared to less complex stimuli (e.g., deviant tones in an oddball 

sequence) (Holeckova et al., 2008). 
The MMN can be elicited in both VS and MCS patients, with a frequency ranging from 

about 13–50% with no significant difference in occurrence between patient groups (Fischer et al., 
2010; Höller et al., 2011; Kotchoubey et al., 2005; Qin et al., 2008). Kotchoubey et al. (2003) 

demonstrated that the MMN is elicited more frequently and with greater amplitude by complex 
tones than by simple sine tones in patients with DOC—an important finding given that the MMN is 
one of the most useful components in predicting outcome in DOC (Daltrozzo et al., 2007; Fischer 

et al., 2000, 2010). Several studies have also investigated the P300 as an indicator of pre-
attentional orienting and working memory updating on DOC patients, with equally variable 
results. Hinterberger et al. (2005) did not observe a P300 response to deviant tones in any of 
their 5 VS patients, while Cavinato et al. (2009) observed a P300 to the SON vs. tones 

in68%oftheirVS sample (N = 34). Perrinet al. (2006) observed a P300 response in all members 
of a sample of LIS (N = 4) and MCS (N = 6) patients and in 60% of VS patients (N = 5). Other 
studies lie in between these two extremes: Kotchoubey and colleagues consistently report a P300 
in about 30% of their VS and MCS patients (Kotchoubey, 2005, 50 VS patients; Kotchoubey et 

al., 2005, 50 VS patients and 38 MCS patients), with no differences between the two groups 
(Kotchoubey et al., 2005); Cavinato et al. (2011) observed P3 in all of their 6 MCS patients, and 
6/11 VS patients. The variability in these results is attributable to many of the same factors as 
variability in fMRI results among patients with DOC, such as aetiology, diagnostic criteria, level of 

arousal–but also to the type of stimuli used to elicit the P3. Studies that used different levels of 
stimulus complexity to elicit the P3 (e.g., 3-component chords, vowel sounds (Kotchoubey et al., 
2005), or SON (Cavinato et al., 2011) found greater P300 responses, both in number and in 
amplitude, to the complex stimuli than to sine tones. 
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2.1.2. Speech and language processing 
One of the most common questions regarding patients with DOC is “Can they understand 

us?” The majority of ERP and fMRI studies in these patients seeks to answer just that question, not 
only in individual cases but also at the level of diagnostic category. The clinical diagnosis of MCS 
implies some level of speech comprehension indicated by reproducible responses to command, 
whereas the diagnosis of VS is based on the absence of such evidence. Many fMRI and EEG 

studies of DOC have investigated whether neuroimaging markers of language processing support 
these assumptions. 

FMRI studies of spoken language function in VS and MCS patients typically focus on two 
main processes: speech recognition and semantic comprehension. The speech recognition 

paradigms have typically used narratives and signal-correlated noise or narratives played in 
reverse along with stimulus free periods to determine whether a patient is processing speech as 
speech or merely as general auditory input. Schiff et al. (2005) were the first to publish findings 
using this type of paradigm in patients with DOC. The study reports fMRI results from 2 MCS 

cases and 7 healthy controls who listened to narratives of familiar events read by familiar voices, 
or heard those same narratives played in reverse. In the forward narrative condition, both 
patients showed activation patterns similar to controls in the superior and middle temporal gyri. 

Interestingly, in the reversed narrative condition, controls showed similar patterns of activation as 
to the forward narrative condition; results interpreted as indicating that they recognized the 
narrative as speech, but simply meaningless speech. However, both patients showed severely 
reduced activation in this condition reflecting reduced processing of linguistically meaningless 

stimuli. While the results of the patients differ from those of the control group for the reverse-
narrative condition, the results are still suggestive that the patients are processing speech signal as 
distinct from acoustically identical non-linguistic sound. Fernández-Espejo et al. (2008) used a 
similar paradigm in a group of 3 VS and 3 MCS patients compared to 19 healthy controls, and 

subsequently in another single VS patient (Fernández-Espejo et al., 2010). The results suggested 
that there is not a clear distinction between VS and MCS patients in terms of fMRI markers of 
speech recognition. When both narrative conditions (forward and backward combined) were 
contrasted with a silent baseline 3 VS and 2 MCS patients showed activation in superior temporal 

regions comparable to controls, reflecting intact auditory processing of complex sound. Of these 5 
patients, 1 MCS and 1 VS patient also showed appropriate temporal and inferior frontal 
activation in the forward narrative condition compared to the backward narrative condition, 

reflecting language-specific processing. The remaining 1 MCS and 1 VS patient showed no 
significant activation in either contrast. 

The studies reported above demonstrate that some patients with diagnoses of VS or MCS 
process speech as distinct from other auditory signals. However, these studies provide no 

indication of 1410 A.H. Harrison, J.F. Connolly / Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 37 
(2013) 1403–1419 whether the speech stimuli are processed at a semantic level. A long history 
of ERP studies has provided a widely used and reliable marker of semantic processing, well-
suited to this purpose. The N400 component is observed in response to a word that is incongruent 

with its semantic context and is indisputably linked to processes related to semantic comprehension 
(Kutas and Federmeier, 2011).  

Connolly et al.(1999) were the first to employ the N400 to investigate semantic 
processing in a patient with a DOC.2 They used a series of simple sentences whose terminal word 

was either congruent(e.g., “Father carved the turkey with a knife.”) or incongruent (e.g., “The  
 

 

2 Strictly speaking, Witzke and Schönle (1996) were the first do so, however their identification of the presence/absence of the N400 

component was questionable. Additionally, the findings were published in German. Since this review was restricted to English-language 
articles, we cite Connolly et al. (1999) as the first.  
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winter was harsh this allowance.”) with the context of the sentence. Sentences were presented 
aurally and visually, in separate sessions. The patient’s auditory N400 response demonstrated 

intact semantic processing, while the visual N400 did not, consistent with the patient’s injury-
related deficits. Kotchoubey (2005) and Kotchoubey et al. (2005) used two different N400 
paradigms to assess semantic processing in large samples of DOC patients: word pairs that were 
semantically related or unrelated, and sentences similar to those used by Connolly et al. (1999). 

Both studies observed evidence of semantic differentiation in the form of the N400 in 
approximately 25% of the 100 total VS and 38 MCS patients studied, with no significant 
differences between the groups in terms of the frequency of an observed N400. Schoenle and 
Witzke (2004) observed higher rates of N400 response to semantically incongruent sentences–

about 38% of VS patients (N = 43) and 77% of their “near VS” patient group (N = 23, who 
would fall in the MCS(-) category according to the Aspen Workgroup criteria). The differences in 
occurrence of the N400 between studies are attributable, at least in part, to the use of different 
criteria for identifying the component, illustrating the need for guidelines in quantifying ERPs in 

patient populations (Duncan et al., 2009). Schabus et al. (2011) took a different approach by 
examining oscillatory responses to semantic incongruity. They calculated event-related 
synchronization/desynchronizations (ERS/D) to antonym sentences (e.g., “The opposite of black is 

white/yellow/nice.”) in 10 VS patients and 4 MCS. They did not report individual-level results, 
but observed significant group-level differences in ERS/D between VS, MCS and healthy controls: 
VS patients showed no significant ERS/D, while MCS patients show an ERS to unrelated words and 
an ERD to antonyms in the upper alpha band, compared to the opposite response in controls (ERD 

to unrelated words and ERS to antonyms). The authors attribute this reversal to a difference in 
processing strategy in MCS patients vs. controls, wherein MCS patients do not anticipate the 
terminal word as controls do, but rather perform semantic integration in a post hoc, bottom up 
manner. 

A slightly different paradigm has been used to investigate semantic processing with fMRI. 
Semantically ambiguous sentences containing words that have homonyms (same spelling, different 
meaning) or homophones (same pronunciation, different spelling and meaning) are compared to 
unambiguous sentences which contain no such words. In a large group study (which included 

patients reported separately in Owen et al., 2005, 2006; and Coleman et al., 2007), Coleman et 
al. (2009) investigated semantic comprehension in a total of 22 VS and 19 MCS patients. 2 VS 
and 2 MCS patients showed some evidence of semantic processing in the form of temporal 

and/or frontal activation in the same areas as controls in response to semantically ambiguous vs. 
unambiguous sentences. 7 VS and 12 MCS showed temporal lobe responses to speech versus 
noise; 2 VS and 4 MCS patients showed activation to sounds vs. silence only; and 13 VS and 3  
MCS showed no significant activation to any of the conditions, although some showed activation in 

appropriate areas below the threshold for statistical significance. 
 
2.1.3. Familiarity and emotion 
 An area of particular interest and importance for both clinician and families of DOC 

patients is emotion and sense of familiarity. Families of patients with DOC are frequently 
concerned about whether their loved one recognizes their voices, faces, or names. Familiar or 
emotional stimuli are especially salient and can evoke stronger responses than similar stimuli 
lacking the elements of familiarity or emotion (Holeckova et al., 2008). For this reason, such stimuli 

are well-suited to ERP and fMRI assessments, although few studies have employed them. Two 
common strategies to elicit responses related to familiarity are to compare responses to the 
subject’s own name (SON) compared to other names (see Section 2.1.1); and responses to familiar 
voices (usually the mother’s) compared to unfamiliar voices. Laureys et al. (2004) report a single 

MCS patient who showed a P300 to his own name compared to other names. This finding was 
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replicated by Perrin et al. (2006) in 3 out of 5 VS patients, all 6 MCS patients, 4 LIS patients, 
and 5 healthy controls. Machado et al. (2007) observed oscillatory changes in the gamma band 

in a boy in VS when he listened to his mother’s voice, but not when the same words were spoken 
by unfamiliar women. In the only substantial group study of emotion in DOC, Kotchoubey et al. 
(2009) examined patients’ ERP responses to woeful exclamations as oddball stimuli in a series of 
joyful stimuli (single words in which only the prosody determined the emotion). They observed a 

broadly distributed negativity occurring at around 150 ms in response to the emotional oddball in 
all healthy controls, and in 6 of the 27 VS and MCS patients studied. Staffen et al. (2006) 
reported a single VS patient who showed selective BOLD activation in the medial prefrontal 
cortex (similar to controls) to his own first name compared to other first names. Qin et al. (2010) 

observed BOLD activation in regions of interest related to self-reference processing (based on a 
more complex manipulation of degree of self-relatedness of name stimuli in 17 healthy controls) 
in response to the subject’s own name spoken by a familiar voice in 6 of 7 VS patients and all 4 
MCS patients. However, caution must be used in interpreting these findings. Although analyses 

were carried out in regions established in healthy controls to be relevant to self-referential 
processing, they did not employ an adequate control condition in the patient experiment: the self-
referential stimuli were contrasted to a resting baseline only, and not to an equally complex, but 

non-self-referential stimulus. In an fMRI investigation of a rare long-term comatose patient (eyes 
remained closed at 35 months post-injury), Eickhoff et al. (2008) reported a particularly 
surprising finding. Not only did the patient show robust and appropriate activation to tactile and 
visual stimulation (with eyes taped open) but she also showed appropriate primary and 

associative auditory activation and left inferior frontal gyrus (Broca’s area) activation to spoken 
words. Moreover, when the speech was directed to the subject by name, additional activation was 
observed in the left amygdala and right anterior superior temporal sulcus, and this activation was 
modulated by the familiarity of the speaker, i.e., the patient’s children evoked the strongest 

response, followed by friends, with significantly weaker responses to unknown voices. In a related 
finding, Bekinschtein et al. (2004) reported an MCS patient who showed appropriate auditory 
activation when listening to a story read by an unfamiliar voice, but showed additional activation 
in the amygdala and insula when the story was read by the patient’s mother. Although, as 

mentioned above, studies in the visual domain are rare in patients with disorders of consciousness, 
Zhu et al. (2009) have reported increased activation of visual association areas in MCS patients 
A.H. Harrison, J.F. Connolly / Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Reviews 37 (2013) 1403–1419 

1411 in response to historically familiar photos compared to unfamiliar ones. 
 
2.2. Active paradigms  
 

2.2.1. Detection of awareness  
While demonstrations of intact perceptual, language, and emotional processing are 

essential to a complete assessment of a patient’s cognitive status, they give us little insight into the 
patient’s level of conscious awareness. We cannot know, without some form of report from the 

individual, whether they have any conscious experience of the stimuli they are processing. In order 
to conclude, in the absence of behaviour, that an individual is consciously aware, we must observe 
patterns of brain activity that could only occur if this were the case. Take for example the case 
reported in 2006, and since widely publicized, by Owen and colleagues of a young woman who 

had been diagnosed as being in a vegetative state (although the patient may have been 
exhibiting visual fixation indicative of transition to MCS (Posner et al., 2007, Chapter 9; 
Schnakers et al., 2008)). The authors employed an active mental imagery paradigm developed 
by Boly et al. (2007). While undergoing fMRI scanning, the patient was instructed to perform two 

mental imagery tasks: to imagine playing tennis, and to imagine navigating from room to room 
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around her home. These tasks had previously been shown to elicit different and robust patterns of 
activation in healthy volunteers, particularly in the supplementary motor area for tennis imagery 

and in the parahippocampal gyrus, posterior parietal cortex, and lateral premotor cortex for 
navigation imagery (Boly et al., 2007). The patient’s activation patterns were virtually 
indistinguishable from those of controls. This finding confirmed that she was able to understand the 
instructions given to her, and to respond to them by willfully performing the mental imagery task 

in the absence of any external stimulation, which in turn produced a typical pattern of fMRI 
activation, despite her inability to respond behaviourally. The authors therefore concluded that 
the patient was in fact consciously aware (see Greenberg, 2007; Nachev and Husain, 2007; 
Owen et al., 2007; Stins, 2009; Stins and Laureys, 2009 for further discussion of this case). 

Though rare, the patient described by Owen et al. (2006) is not a one-of-a-kind case; the 
results have since been replicated. In the largest fMRI study of patients with DOC published to 
date (Monti et al., 2010), 23 VS and 31 MCS patients underwent fMRI scanning while being 
instructed to imagine playing tennis or navigating a familiar environment. Of this sample, 5 

patients (4 VS patients and 1 MCS patient) were identified whose brain activity indicated that 
they were successfully performing the mental imagery tasks. Goldfine et al. (2011) used a similar 
task while recording EEG from 5 healthy controls, 1 LIS patient, and 2 MCS patients. They 

compared power spectra during imagery of swimming or navigation to resting baseline. The LIS 
patient and 1 MCS patient showed evidence of motor imagery task performance, as measured 
by the consistency of each patient’s signal pattern changes across runs, rather than in comparison 
to healthy subjects’ patterns. Similarly, Owen and colleagues (Cruse et al., 2011) observed 

command-following in the form of appropriate event-related synchronizations/desynchronizations 
(ERS/D) to motor imagery instructions in 3 out of 16 VS patients. The motor imagery task they 
employed, which the authors claim to have developed as ‘novel’, involves imagination of hand 
and foot movement and has in fact been used for over two decades in both basic research and in 

clinical research involving brain-computer interfaces in patients with motor and neuromuscular 
disorders (Kalcher et al., 1996; McFarland et al., 1997, 2000; Müller-Putz et al., 2005; Neuper 
et al., 2003; Penny et al., 2000; Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 1997; Pfurtscheller et al., 1993, 
1997, 2000; Scherer et al., 2004; Wolpaw et al., 1991; for reviews see e.g., Neuper and 

Pfurtscheller, 1999; Neuper et al., 2006a,b; Wolpaw et al., 2002). Recently, a debate has 
arisen over the statistical methods employed by Cruse et al. in a re-analysis of the study’s data 
by Goldfine et al. (2013) which suggests that Cruse et al.’s methods violate statistical assumptions 

and are biased towards falsely identifying awareness in VS patients. However Cruse et al.’s 
(2013) rebuttal argues that Goldfine and colleagues’ methods are unsuitable for the data and 
equally error-prone in the opposite direction, making detection of awareness unlikely not only in 
patients, but also in a majority of healthy controls. They also point out that even with Goldfine et 

al.’s stringent statistical criteria two of the three patients in whom they detected awareness were 
pushed only slightly below accepted statistical thresholds, while the third remained significant. It is 
clear that the application of this technique for the detection of awareness is still in its infancy, and 
much further study is needed before its reliability as a clinical tool can be established. A cautious 

and critical eye must be employed when evaluating findings, and an attitude of open data 
sharing and scientific debate such as that demonstrated by Cruse and Goldfine and their 
colleagues will be essential to the development of a useful and reliable method of detecting 
awareness in patients with DOC. 

The cognitive control required to generate statistically significant brain activation to 
complex mental imagery tasks is considerable. It must be noted that a subset of patients may be 
consciously aware, but unable to perform those specific tasks, for any number of reasons including 
impaired attention, fluctuating arousal, fatigue, selective damage to networks involved, 

misunderstood instructions, and so on. Other studies have attempted to compensate for some of 
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these potential difficulties by using tasks that are somewhat less cognitively demanding, but still 
require willful processing on the part of the patient. Schnakers et al. (2008) developed an active 

ERP paradigm based on the commonly used “subject’s own name” (SON) paradigm (e.g., Perrin et 
al., 2006) with the modification that subjects were asked to count the instances of their own name. 
The SON in the active (counting) condition elicits a larger P300 than in the passive condition in 
healthy subjects. Schnakers et al. (2008) observed P300 responses similar to controls in 9 out of 

14 MCS patients. Conversely, none of the 8 VS patients showed a P300 in either the passive or 
active conditions. The same group detected a case of total locked-in syndrome using the same 
paradigm in a patient who would have been behaviourally diagnosed as comatose (Schnakers et 
al., 2009a,b). Following suit, Monti et al. (2009) reported a single MCS patient who was asked to 

listen to a series of words passively, or to listen to the same series of words and count the 
occurrences of a target word while undergoing fMRI. In 20 healthy controls, the target-counting 
task, compared to the passive listening task, elicited activation in a widespread network involving 
frontal, temporal, parietal, and cerebellar regions. The MCS patient showed activation of the 

same network to an extent that fell within the range of normal subject variability, suggesting that 
the patient successfully performed the target-counting task. 

Bekinschtein et al. (2009) developed a novel ERP task based on the classic mismatch 

negativity (MMN) to detect awareness. A series of tones were presented which included both 
local deviants (every fifth tone) and global deviants (every fifth group of five tones had the same 
or different structure than the preceding four). In healthy subjects, the local deviant elicited an 
MMN and a P3a, and the global deviant elicited an additional but later P3b. However, the 

global effect was only observed when the participants were actively counting the global deviants 
and disappeared when they were mind-wandering or engaged in a visual interference task. The 
authors concluded that the global ERP effect required conscious awareness of the stimuli, and this 
was upheld by participant reports. The paradigm was subsequently tested on a group of 4 VS 

and 4 MCS patients. Three of the VS patients showed the local effect, but none of them showed 
the global effect. In contrast, all MCS patients showed the local effect and 3 out of 4 showed the 
global effect. This finding was extended in 2 further publications, the second encompassing the 
findings of the first: Faugeras et al. (2012) tested the same paradigm on 100 patients (including 

those reported in Faugeras et al., 2011), some of which were tested on several occasions. Sixty-
five datasets were retained from 49 patients, the rest being excluded due to excessive artifact. 
Of these 49 patients, 24 were in VS, 28 in MCS, and 13 were conscious. The global effect was 

observed in all of the 8 healthy controls that were included in the analysis, in 54% of the 
conscious patients, 14% of the MCS patients, and in 8% of the VS patients. These patient results 
illustrate both the utility of ERPs for detecting conscious processing in DOC patients, and also the 
caution that must be used in interpreting negative results, since only half of the patients who were 

clinically assessed as conscious showed the ERP results indicative of consciousness in this paradigm. 
Bekinschtein et al. (2011) used motor preparatory BOLD activity as a marker of 

purposeful behaviour in a sample of 5 VS patients who showed intact auditory evoked potentials 
and word-related fMRI activation, out of an original sample of 24 VS patients. Subjects simply 

received instructions to move their left or right hand. Only the control subjects were able to 
actually move their hands, but two of the 5 VS patients showed movement preparatory activity in 
the left premotor cortex to the right hand command. None showed activation to the left hand 
command, possibly due to lesions selectively affecting the right hemisphere. 

 Only one study has investigated volitional cognition in the visual domain. Rodriguez 
Moreno et al. (2010) used a picture-naming task to probe consciousness in 5 MCS, 3 VS, 1 patient 
who had emerged from MCS (EMCS) and 1 LIS patient. Subjects were asked to silently name 
drawings of objects as they were presented. Control subjects activated a language-related 

network, outside of the visual network, known to be selectively activated by picture naming versus 
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passive viewing. The locked-in, EMCS, 2 MCS and 1 VS patient activated the complete network, 3 
MCS patients and 1 VS activated a partial network, and 1 VS patient did not show activation in 

the naming network. 
The results of the studies reviewed so far illustrate the incongruity between clinical 

diagnoses and neuroimaging assessments of cognitive function. Some patients with a diagnosis of 
vegetative state showed evidence of high-level cognition and even awareness; whereas some 

diagnosed MCS patients – who showed behavioural evidence of purposeful behaviour and 
therefore some level of conscious awareness – failed to show activation even at the level of 
primary auditory cortex (Coleman et al., 2009). The implication for vegetative patients is clear: 
some patients who have received a diagnosis of vegetative state may actually be misdiagnosed 

cases of MCS, or even locked-in syndrome. However, negative findings in MCS patients are 
somewhat more puzzling, but could be attributed to damage to auditory pathways (in cases 
where subjects have not been pre-screened with auditory evoked potentials), to fluctuating levels 
of arousal, to cortical responses too weak or variable to reach statistical significance, or to 

alterations in neurovascular coupling (see Section 3.3.1). Add to this already complex issue the 
diagnostic disagreements between different behavioural assessment methods and there is little 
wonder that fMRI and EEG findings appear to be at odds with diagnosis on occasion, again 

underscoring the need for comprehensive, multimodal, hierarchical assessments to gather evidence 
about a patient’s true mental status. 

2.2.2. Communication 

Once it has been established that a patient who has been diagnosed as vegetative is 
indeed conscious despite outward appearances, the question becomes “What can be done for this 
patient?” Aside from intensifying rehabilitation efforts, all attempts must be made to establish 
some form of communication. When the patient does not have the physical capacity to make 

behavioural responses, we must again turn to their brain responses. A vast literature exists on the 
use of electrophysiological measures as means of communication with and control of devices 
(known as brain computer interfaces, BCI) in physically disabled populations (see e.g., Birbaumer 
et al., 2006; Curran and Stokes, 2003; Daly and Wolpaw, 2008; Neuper et al., 2006a,b; 

Nicolas-Alonso & GomezGil, 2012; Wolpaw et al., 2002). These systems make use of various 
EEG signals, including slow cortical potentials (e.g., Birbaumer et al., 2000),the ‘oddball’ P300 
ERP (e.g., Donchin et al., 2000), and sensorimotor ERS/D (e.g., Pfurtscheller et al., 1993; Wolpaw 

et al., 1991), which are translated into various outputs like cursor movement, spelling, or prosthesis 
control. These devices have been developed primarily for application in ALS, but the potential 
application to DOC is obvious (Chatelle et al., 2012; Kübler & Kotchoubey, 2007; Kübler, 2009; 
Naci et al., 2012). This vast body of existing knowledge on EEG-based BCI had not been applied 

in DOC until very recently, and it had rarely been cited in the DOC literature, even when the 
techniques developed by BCI researchers were being employed directly, as in Cruse et al. 
(2011). Until very recently, the field has overwhelmingly remained focused on fMRI as the 
technique of choice for detecting awareness and establishing communication in patients with DOC. 

Using the same strategy as many BCIs, Monti et al. (2010) explored the use of mental 
imagery conditions in fMRI for basic communication (e.g., yes/no questions) in patients with 
disorders of consciousness. From the 5 patients who showed modulation of BOLD activation in the 
mental imagery tasks discussed in Section 2.2.1 above, 1 VS patient with reliable responses was 

chosen to undergo the communication experiment. The patient was posed a series of 
autobiographical questions and asked to respond by using one of the imagery conditions (i.e., 
playing tennis or navigating) for “yes” and the other for “no”. In 16 healthy control subjects, a 
blinded experimenter was able to determine the answers to the questions based on activation 

patterns in individual subjects with 100% accuracy. In the patient the answers to 5 out of 6 
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questions were correctly determined based on the mental imagery responses (the 6th question 
showed virtually no activation in the regions of interest for either imagery condition).  

Bardin et al. (2011) used a modified version of the Monti et al. (2010) paradigm to 
attempt simple communication with 5 MCS patients and 1 patient with locked-in syndrome. They 
simplified the imagery task slightly by using only one imagery condition (physical activity 
imagery, expanded to other activities like swimming) and a rest condition in place of the second 

imagery task. They first investigated whether the expected activations could be reliably elicited 
to command. Appropriate activation to the imagery task was observed in all 14 healthy controls, 
2 MCS patients and the locked-in patient, with no activation observed in the other 3 MCS 
patients. Control subjects and 4 patients then underwent 2 communication scans: a binary choice 

and a multiple choice. In the binary choice task, subjects were asked a yes/no question and asked 
to perform the physical activity imagery for “yes” and do nothing for “no”. In the multiple-choice 
task, subjects were shown a face card from a deck of playing cards and asked to remember it. 
During the scan the four possible suits and four possible faces were presented verbally and 

subjects were asked to respond using the imagery task when they heard the options that 
corresponded to their cards. In both the binary and multiple-choice conditions, blinded 
experimenters were able to determine the healthy volunteers’ answers with 100% accuracy. 

However, only one patient(MCS) showed observable activation in the multiple choice condition, 
with no successful data in the binary condition, a result which is especially puzzling because 2 of 
the 3 patients who failed to produce BOLD responses were in fact able to communicate at the 
bedside. This result speaks directly to the preliminary nature of these methods and the need for 

much more research before this technique can be considered a reliable clinical tool. It also 
reiterates the degree of caution required in interpreting negative BOLD findings (see section 
3.3.1 below).  

Lulé et al. (2013) attempted to apply an auditory oddball EEG based BCI paradigm to 

probe command following and establish communication in 2 LIS, 13 MCS, and 3 VS patients. One 
LIS patient was able to demonstrate command following and use the BCI for communication. One 
MCS showed some evidence of command following, but none of the MCS or VS patients were 
able to use the BCI for communication. EEG-based BCIs hold obvious potential for patients with 

DOC but clearly much work has yet to be done to optimize both the input and the classification 
algorithms for this population. 

2.3. Resting state activity and functional connectivity 
Research into resting state activity and connectivity is arguably the fastest growing area in 

the field of neuroimaging in DOC. Part of the rationale for these studies is that the types of 
paradigms used in the studies reviewed above require at a minimum intact sensory pathways, 

and at a maximum highly coordinated cognitive function, and that these methods should be 
complemented by tools that do not depend on sensory integrity or a patient’s ability to 
understand instructions. Earlier PET studies provided evidence that islands of cognition may remain 
intact in patients with DOC, and that reduced cortico-cortical and thalamocortical connectivity 

may lie at the heart of impaired consciousness (see Laureys and Schiff, 2012 for discussion and 
an eloquent model of consciousness as an emergent property of frontoparietal connectivity). As a 
result, more and more studies are investigating the nature of resting-state activity and connectivity 
using both fMRI and EEG. 

The default mode network (DMN, Raichle et al., 2001) has been a particular area of 
focus for fMRI connectivity studies in DOC. The DMN encompasses the posterior cingulate 
cortex/precuneus, medial prefrontal cortex, and temporoparietal junctions and is particularly 
intriguing because it is more active at rest than during an attention-demanding task (Raichle et al., 

2001). Recent research in DOC suggests that an intact default mode network may be a 
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prerequisite for consciousness, and may therefore serve as a potentially useful marker in 
diagnosis. Boly et al. (2009) found reduced functional connectivity in the DMN of a vegetative 

patient compared to 6 healthy controls; and absent DMN functional connectivity in a brain dead 
patient. Cauda et al. (2009) also found impaired default mode networks in 3 VS patients, and 
observed a qualitative correspondence between a behavioural measure of function and DMN 
impairment. Vanhaudenhuyse et al. (2010) studied DMN connectivity in 4 VS, 4 MCS, 1 locked-in, 

and 5 coma patients and observed an exponential correlation between DMN connectivity and 
clinical level of consciousness that was particularly pronounced in the precuneus/PCC region. 
Similarly, Soddu et al. (2011) observed fewer connections in their 8 VS patients than in controls; 
but connectivity comparable to controls in their 2 locked-in patients. Ovadia-Caro et al. (2012) 

investigated interhemispheric functional connectivity between homologous regions, not in the DMN, 
but rather in the opposing, “extrinsic” task-positive network. They observed reduced connectivity 
in DOC patients compared with controls, and also a correlation between the clinical level of 
consciousness and the degree of interhemispheric connectivity. Several very recent studies have 

also investigated connectivity using EEG power spectra, with similar findings. Lehembre et al. 
(2012) analyzed power spectra in 10 VS and 18 MCS patients, and observed increased delta 
power and decreased alpha power in the VS group compared to the MCS group. They also 

observed lower connectivity in the alpha and theta bands in the VS group than in the MCS group. 
León-Carrión et al. (2012) found stronger connectivity between anterior and posterior brain 
regions in a group of 9 patients with severe neurocognitive disorders compared to a group of 7 
MCS patients, who showed a disconnection particularly between frontal cortex and other brain 

regions. Fingelkurts et al. (2012) studied EEG microstates in 14 VS and 7 MCS patients compared 
to 5 healthy volunteers and observed that the DOC patients had fewer microstates than healthy 
controls. They also found that microstates characterized by fast alpha oscillations were positively 
related to the clinical level of consciousness, whereas microstates characterized by delta, theta, or 

slow alpha oscillations were negatively related to clinical level of consciousness. 
Resting state functional connectivity appears to have a relationship to level of 

consciousness, and holds the advantage of not relying on potentially damaged sensory, 
perceptual, and cognitive systems. However, even more insight could be gained by studying 

functional connectivity under task conditions. To our knowledge, only two studies have investigated 
functional connectivity under cognitive stimulation. Boly et al. (2011) employed dynamic causal 
modelling to ERP responses during an MMN task to examine not only functional connectivity but 

also effective connectivity, that is, directional, causal connections between brain regions. They 
found that while VS patients were still able to generate an MMN response, they lacked a top-
down connection from frontal to superior temporal cortex. This connection was preserved in MCS 
patients, who did not differ significantly from controls. This finding lends further support to the 

notion that isolated cognitive processes may be preserved in VS, but that deficient connectivity is 
at the heart of decreased consciousness. Kotchoubey et al. (2013) studied global functional 
connectivity under emotional load in 6 VS and 6 MCS patients who listened to recorded human 
pain cries compared to non-emotional vocalizations. While they observed no significant stimulus-

related activation in either group in a typical GLM analysis, a whole brain functional connectivity 
analysis revealed stronger connectivity in the MCS than in VS patients, in emotion-related 
networks similar to those observed in healthy controls. 

The studies in this section support a link between functional connectivity and consciousness; 

however caution must be used when interpreting these findings at the individual subject level, as 
they are based on a tautology. The problem lies in the fact that these studies have used 
behavioural measures as the independent variable ‘level of consciousness’. While the level of 
functional connectivity appears to be related to the patient’s behaviour, we know from the body 

of research discussed in earlier sections of this review that behavioural measures are not always 
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reliable indicators of conscious awareness. Developing and validating an objective neural marker 
of consciousness in non-communicating patients therefore presents a formidable task, since in this 

patient group we necessarily have no absolute reference to assess the accuracy of any 
determination of the presence or absence of consciousness. Consider the impact of a patient 
behaviourally diagnosed as vegetative, but who is in fact covertly conscious on the results of a 
group level connectivity study: if this patient showed intact functional connectivity, correctly 

indicating awareness, it would statistically weaken the link between consciousness (determined 
behaviourally) and functional connectivity, rather than highlighting the potential utility of the 
technique in detecting awareness. Connectivity studies undoubtedly do and will continue to be 
instrumental in our understanding of the neural substrates of disorders of consciousness, and they 

have the unique advantage of not relying on the integrity of sensory pathways or a patient’s 
ability to understand instructions or actively participate in cognitively demanding tasks. However, 
their utility as diagnostic tools is currently limited by the circularity of their reference to 
behavioural measures. It is completely circular logic to develop tools aimed at reducing 

misdiagnosis while using the current diagnosis as a gauge for the accuracy of the new tools. 
 

1. Advantages and limitations of fMRI and EEG for the study of DOC 

 
Since fMRI was introduced in the early 1990s, it has had an immense impact on cognitive 

neuroscience research, and its use has grown exponentially, from 4 peer-reviewed fMRI 
publications in 1992, to about 13 per day in 2011 (using the same database and search terms as 

Logothetis, 2008). It has become a very “fashionable” technique and there are occasions when it 
appears to have been chosen as a research method for this reason, rather than for its suitability 
to a particular research question or population. This is not to minimize its importance or its 
contribution to cognitive neuroscience and other fields, but merely to point out that it is not the 

answer to every question (Logothetis, 2008). While fMRI has contributed immensely to our 
understanding of disorders of consciousness, and highlighted the need for brain-based tools to 
assess cognition and awareness in patients with DOC, it is itself clearly not the most practical 
solution to the problem. In order for an assessment technique to be readily adopted into standard 

clinical practice, it must be inexpensive, easily accessible, have few limitations in terms of patient 
compatibility, and be relatively simple to administer whether at the bedside, in the patient’s home 
or care facility or in a research laboratory. fMRI and patients with severe brain injuries rarely 

combine to meet these criteria. Conversely, EEG is widely available, inexpensive, easy to 
administer at the bedside, is fairly robust to many artifacts that can cause fMRI data to be 
unusable, and has virtually no restrictions with regard to patient compatibility and safety. EEG is 
more easily validated on large groups of subjects and data acquisition times are generally 

shorter, making it not only more suited for clinical applications but also for the basic research 
required prior to applications in patients. 

The potential implications for patients with disorders of consciousness, their families, and 
care teams of the fMRI research described above are profound. Unfortunately, there are many, 

significant logistical and methodological considerations that will prevent fMRI from becoming a 
part of routine diagnostic assessments in standard clinical practice. The following sections will 
review these issues and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of employing EEG as an 
alternative methodology (see Table 3 for a summary). 

 
1.1. Patient safety and monitoring 

Many of the limitations of performing fMRI in patients with DOC are safety issues that 
apply to any MRI procedure in any population, but require special consideration in patients. Of 

particular concern for brain injury patients are implanted devices such as neurostimulators, CSF 
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shunts, aneurysm clips, and bone flap fixation wires and clamps. Many of these devices have now 
been tested and deemed MR-safe at specific fields, but many are still contra-indicated or 

restricted (see Shellock, 2011). Some aneurysm clips are ferromagnetic and may displace and 
cause serious injury or death. A number of shunt valves use magnetic components and exposure to 
the MRI’s magnetic field may change the valve settings and lead to increase intracranial CSF 
pressure. Some neurostimulators may malfunction, overheat, or be displaced causing injury or 

death. Any implanted devices and any other surgical hardware must have documented evidence 
of MRI compatibility for the specific model and manufacturer at the field strength of the scanner 
to be employed. Also, as a routine part of general MRI screening, patient background regarding 
previous surgeries, implants, as well as possible embedded metal such as shrapnel or bullets is 

required. In the case of non-communicative patients, this essential information may not be 
available and other, preliminary diagnostic procedures (e.g., computerized tomography, CT) may 
be required to rule out safety hazards prior to MRI scanning. Conversely, there are virtually no 
contraindications to recording EEG from the scalp surface. 

The Safety Committee of the Society for Magnetic Resonance Imaging recommends that 
all patients who are unable to communicate should be physiologically monitored while in the 
scanner (Kanal and Shellock, 1992). This requires that the MR unit be equipped with specialized, 

MR-compatible monitoring equipment. While clinical-use MRI facilities have such equipment 
available, research-dedicated MRI facilities are frequently not equipped for sophisticated 
physiological monitoring. Monitoring is required not only for the patient’s medical safety, but also 
for their emotional well-being. Up to 20% of patients undergoing MRI experience a 

claustrophobic or other distress reaction (Shellock, 2011), and may elect to terminate the scan as 
a result. Non-communicative patients, however, would be unable to signal such a reaction, and so 
should be monitored for physiological changes that might indicate distress (e.g., increased heart 
rate, respiration). EEG does not induce claustrophobic reactions, and requires no special 

monitoring. 
Periods of low arousal and sleep are very common in patients with disorders of 

consciousness. As a quality control measure, arousal should be monitored, ideally with EEG, during 
fMRI scanning to avoid collecting data when the patient is least likely to show activation (Laureys 

et al., 2004). While simultaneous EEG and fMRI recording is possible with specialized EEG 
equipment, it introduces a whole new set of safety concerns (see Allen, 2010 for a review), and 
extra analysis steps to remove gradient and ballistocardiogram artifact from the EEG data 

(Benar et al., 2003). When recorded in isolation, EEG easily identifies periods of sleep, low 
arousal, or seizure activity, so that data can be recorded during periods of arousal, and 
contaminated data can easily be eliminated. 

1.2. Data acquisition 
Once a patient has passed through all the necessary safety screening steps, there are still 

many hurdles to collecting fMRI data. Patients are often recruited from the hospital-based 
treatment or rehabilitation programs with which the researchers are affiliated, and scanned at the 

same facility. However, in cases where patients are not housed in the same facility as the scanner, 
specialized transport and accompanying support staff are required. Once at the scanning facility, 
many difficulties may be encountered in physically positioning the patient in the scanner due to 
muscle contractures or injuries that prevent them from lying flat and still. Though rarely mentioned 

in fMRI studies, data loss due to transport and positioning issues is high, which raises questions 
about validity of population data due to subject selection bias. EEG equipment, on the other 
hand, is highly portable, and patient positioning is rarely an issue making it applicable to a much 
wider sample of patients, even to those who are not medically stable enough to be transported or 

to undergo MRI scanning. In either case, we believe that it is important for studies to report the 
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original number of candidate patients from which the final sample were drawn, and details of the 
reasons for excluding patients – such as transportation issues, positioning difficulties, artifact, MRI-

incompatibility, etc. – so that readers can get a more accurate sense of the representativeness of 
the study’s final sample. 

 
1.2.1. Stimulus delivery 

Most fMRI studies in patients with DOC are conducted in the auditory modality since 
patients with DOC frequently have difficulty keeping their eyes open, and VS patients by 
definition cannot fixate on a visual stimulus. However, auditory stimulation in the very noisy 
scanner environment presents its own set of challenges. If data are sampled in a standard, 

continuous fashion, the scanner noise may interfere with the auditory stimuli, or even drown them 
out completely if they are not carefully titrated. The presence of scanner noise may also 
complicate the interpretation of results, particularly negative ones. For example, if basic auditory 
processing were investigated through a simple stimulus vs. rest comparison, but the stimulus 

generated only weak or no activation on top of the primary auditory activation elicited by the 
scanner noise, the resulting map (computed by subtracting the rest activation from the stimulus 
activation) would appear as though the primary auditory cortex was not functioning. For this 

reason, many investigators opt to employ a sparse sampling procedure (Hall et al., 1999) in 
which images are acquired immediately following (not during) stimulus delivery, in the period 
where the haemodynamic response is near its peak. Stimulus-related activation is still captured, 
but not contaminated by the noisy gradient switching. This technique yields better estimates of 

stimulus-related auditory activation but results in smaller datasets (and consequently lower 
statistical power) and/or considerably longer scan times, which are undesirable especially in 
patient groups. EEG, on the other hand, can easily be recorded during virtually any type of 
stimulus delivery. 

 
1.2.2. Artifact  

Undoubtedly the most problematic source of artifact in patients with DOC is motion. In 
almost every published group study in DOC patients, subjects have been excluded from analyses 

due to excessive motion artifacts. Data loss due to motion in patients with DOC is estimated at 
more than 25% (Adrian Owen, personal communication, 2009). Large, involuntary movements of 
the head or body are common, and while cushioning and light restraint may be used, movements 

cannot be entirely prevented from occurring in the scanner. Very small movements can be 
corrected during preprocessing of fMRI data, but movements of even a few millimeters can make 
an entire dataset unusable. Another source of artifact in brain injured patients comes from devices 
implanted in the head, such as the aforementioned aneurysm clips, shunts, and neurostimulators. 

Even when these devices have been deemed non-ferromagnetic and completely MRI-safe, they 
are still foreign, usually metallic objects with different magnetic susceptibility than the surrounding 
brain tissue. They can create significant artifacts, loss of signal, and/or distortion of the image 
surrounding the object (Shellock, 2011). 

EEG is also prone to certain artifacts, however these are generally correctable with little 
difficulty. Like fMRI, EEG is sensitive to motion, but unlike fMRI, only data recorded during the 
actual motion are affected. If motion is constant it becomes problematic, but occasional 
movements of any magnitude can easily be removed from the data without having to discard the 

entire dataset. EEG is also prone to EMG artifacts generated by muscles in the face and neck, for 
example by squinting of the eyes, grimacing, teeth-clenching, swallowing, or chewing motions. 
However, EMG has distinct characteristics particularly in the frequency domain and can be 
removed successfully, leaving the underlying EEG intact. 
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3.3 Analysis 
Several issues arise when analyzing both structural and functional MRI data from patients 

with severe brain injuries. Most obvious is the issue of spatial normalization. Patients with DOC 
may have abnormal or deformed brain structures as a result of many factors including focal 
haemorrhages, hydrocephalus, shifting, craniotomy, swelling, dilated ventricles, and atrophy. This 
complicates co-registration of functional data to anatomical data, as well as transformation into 

stereotaxic space (e.g., Talairach space or MNI space) for group analyses or comparisons of 
individual patients to control subjects. The heterogeneity of injuries and their aetiologies also 
complicates any between-subjects comparisons. Even if normalization can be performed, it must 
be considered that, depending on the injury, an indeterminate amount of functional remapping 

may have taken place, so that functional areas may no longer correspond to the coordinates of 
the same functional areas in healthy controls or other patients. Given that most fMRI studies use a 
region-of-interest (ROI) approach to compare activations in patients to those observed in control 
subjects under the same conditions, the issues of normalization and functional remapping present a 

significant hurdle for the use of fMRI in DOC. 
While EEG circumvents nearly all of the safety and data acquisition issues of fMRI, it is 

also prone to some of the same analysis problems as fMRI. While EEG does not require spatial 

normalization, functional remapping will alter the spatial distribution of signals. Temporal 
characteristics of EEG are also affected, often resulting in significantly delayed ERP latencies. 
These ERP latency shifts and unusual topographies can lead to problems in identification of ERP 
components. For example, the P3a and P3b components discussed in Section 2.1.1 can overlap 

temporally, and therefore the identification of these two components relies heavily on their 
topographical distributions. Since both the latencies and topographies of ERPs can be altered in 
severe brain injury, the identification of relevant components becomes problematic. However, a 
set of guidelines for the recording and analysis of ERPs in clinical populations has been advanced 

with the goal of eliminating experimenter bias (Duncan et al., 2009). Additionally, brain injuries 
are often associated with marked changes in oscillatory activity, particularly in the delta and 
theta ranges (see Schomer and Lopes da Silva, 2010), which may complicate the interpretation of 
data in the frequency and time domains when comparing patients to healthy controls. 

3.3.1 Interpretation 
It is imperative to remember that the BOLD signal on which fMRI is based is a measure of 

haemodynamic response, and not a direct measure of neural activity. Neurovascular coupling is 
the relationship between neural activity and the haemodynamic response reflected by the BOLD 
signal. It is dependent upon intact signalling between neurons and blood vessels, and on the 
various components of vascular reactivity. Any changes to metabolic or neurotransmitter signalling, 

vascular tone, cerebral blood volume, blood flow, blood oxygenation, or oxygen consumption can 
affect the BOLD signal (Iannetti and Wise, 2007). A growing body of evidence shows that many 
diseases and pathologies – including brain injuries – alter neurovascular coupling and change 
BOLD signal without necessarily affecting neuronal function (Füchtemeier et al., 2010; Gsell et al., 

2000; Krainik et al., 2005; Lindauer et al., 2010; Sakatani et al., 2003, 2007). In the same vein, 
we must also consider that patients with severe brain injuries are usually on several medications, 
which can also influence neurovascular coupling (Bruhn et al., 2001; Luchtmann et al., 2010; 
Pattinson et al., 2007; Reinhard et al., 2010). We can attribute changes in BOLD signal to 

changes in neural activity if and only if signalling and vascular reactivity are not altered; and we 
can compare between groups (e.g., patients and controls) only if these properties are the same in 
both groups. Therefore, the utmost caution must be used when interpreting BOLD signal in brain-
injured patients, and the potential confounds in the intermediate steps of neurovascular coupling 

must be considered. 
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Conversely, EEG is a direct measure of neural activity. Currents generated by local field 
potentials must pass through, and are attenuated by the skull and scalp before reaching sensors 

on the scalp surface but the signal recorded directly reflects the brain’s electrical activity, and is 
not dependent upon the many components of neurovascular coupling. Therefore, the degree of 
inference required to interpret EEG-based measures is substantially reduced compared to fMRI. 
Naturally, the effects of medication must also be considered with EEG, however only drugs that 

act on the CNS are of major concern since neurovascular coupling is not a factor in EEG. 
 

3.4 Prognostic value  
Findings from fMRI studies of cognition and consciousness all have one thing in common. 

There is enormous variability in the type and amount of activation that patients show under the 
same conditions, even within the same diagnostic category. The question becomes whether there is 
some significance to this variability in terms of the patients’ likely outcome. Clinically, this would 
be one of the most useful pieces of information that could be extracted from fMRI. Most studies 

state prognosis as one of the main goals of brain research in disorders of consciousness, however 
only two fMRI studies have systematically examined it. In 2008, Di et al. systematically reviewed 
15 fMRI and PET studies that included a total of 48 VS patients. They classified the results from 

all patients according to whether they showed no activation; typical, low-level activation of 
primary sensory cortices; or higher-level activation of associative cortices that is ‘atypical’ for VS. 
They observed that atypical, higher-level associative cortex activation predicted recovery of 
consciousness in the cases they analyzed with 93% specificity and 69% sensitivity. Coleman et al. 

(2009) found an equally encouraging result when they examined the correspondence between 
level of auditory processing in their 22 VS and 19 MCS patients (study described above in 
Section 2.1.2). They classified the level of activation observed in each patient as 1: no response to 
sound, 2: low-level response to sound only, 3: mid-level response to speech stimuli, and 4: high-

level response to semantic aspects of speech. This score was compared to each patient’s score on 
the Coma Recovery Scale–Revised (Giacino et al., 2004) that was measured at the time of testing 
and 6 months later. The analysis revealed a strong correlation (r = 0.81) between the level of 
auditory activation and the CRS-R score 6 months post-testing—despite a non-significant 

correlation between auditory activation and CRS-R at time of testing. These two studies provide 
strong evidence that fMRI could offer valuable prognostic information, however the selection bias 
inherent in fMRI studies of DOC (see Section 3) limits the generalizability of such findings. 

A considerable body of literature exists on the predictive value of evoked potentials and 
ERPs in coma. A full review is beyond the scope of this paper, but a meta-analysis found that the 
N100, the MMN, and the P300 are all significant predictors of outcome following severe brain 
injury (Daltrozzo et al., 2007). The interested reader is referred to recent reviews (Duncan et al., 

2011; Folmer et al., 2011; Guérit et al., 2009; Vanhaudenhuyse et al., 2008). However, only a 
few studies have produced preliminary prognostic data for VS and MCS. Kotchoubey et al. 
(2005) found that the presence of an MMN was related to better outcome in VS patients, and 
Cavinato et al. (2009) observed a positive relationship between the P300 and outcome from VS. 

 
4 Conclusion  

 
Over the past decade or so, fMRI has lent new insight into disorders of consciousness, and 

together with EEG has revealed that a small proportion of patients diagnosed as vegetative or 
minimally conscious have a much greater conscious awareness than they are able to indicate 
through behaviour. fMRI has helped to highlight the inadequacies of current diagnostic tools, and 
set the stage for the further development of brain-based, behaviour-independent measures of 

cognition and consciousness. However, it is difficult to argue that fMRI is well suited for use in this 
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population. The logistics of simply putting these patients in an MRI scanner are prohibitive, before 
even discussing issues of data quality and interpretation. Ultimately, the goal of using technology 

like fMRI in this context is to reliably detect those cases where the patient possesses conscious 
awareness that cannot be detected through behavioural measures, and to facilitate some form of 
communication. Identifying patients with signs of conscious awareness is critically important 
because it opens the door to existing and highly effective rehabilitation interventions for a group 

of people who historically have been judged as incapable of benefitting from such interventions. 
However, if the technology we have chosen to use can only be applied to a small subset of MRI-
compatible and cooperative patients, we are not much closer to having a practical clinical tool. 
While researchers should always carefully consider which methodology is best suited to address 

their specific research questions, EEG is overall a more widely applicable, less expensive, more 
readily available, and more practical technique for application in patients with DOC, and 
research in the field is quickly evolving away from fMRI and back to EEG-based measures. 
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Table 1  
Diagnostic features of brain death, disorders of consciousness, and locked-in syndrome 
Adapted from Giacino et al. (2009) 

Diagnosis Eye opening Brainstem 
reflexes 

Autonomic 
function 

Behaviour Communication Cognition Awareness 

Brain Death Absent Absent Absent None None None No 

Coma Absent Impaired Impaired None None Low-level No 

Vegetative 

state 

Spontaneous or 

stimulus-induced 

Preserved Preserved Non-purposeful None Low-level No 

Minimally 
conscious state 

Present Preserved Preserved Fluctuating but 
reproducible 

purposeful 

Unreliable but 
intentional 

Understand 
commands, 

environmentally 
contingent emotion 

Partial 

Locked-in 
syndrome 

Present Preserved Preserved Vertical eye 
gaze 

Vertical eye gaze Normal Yes 


